
MoA2H3 Hash Info Worksheet 
 

If you are going to be a hare, please edit the information below and send to the Hare Raiser as early 
as possible.  Ideally a minimum of (1) week in advance, even if only preliminary information. 

 

HASH DAY / DATE: Standard day is Sunday 
 Saturday or other day for special events is OK 

 

START TIME:  (Note different times for summer and winter) 
 

Spring/Summer time is 3:00 pm (1500) hash time / 3:30 pm (1530) real time. 
  (Typically during Daylight Savings Time) 
 

Winter times change to 2:00 pm (1400) / 2:30 pm (1430) 
  (Typically after Daylight Savings Time ends) 
 

Early starts are OK as long as noted. 
 

START LOCATION: Indicate street address with cross streets, and add internet map link 
Note landmarks to assist in finding start 

 

TRAIL NOTES: Most trails are A-A (start and end location are the same) 
 

If running an A-B (start and end at different places) please indicate this and plan for how to 
get hashers back to the start. 

 

Trail (is / is NOT) stroller /kid /dog / kilt friendly. 
Dogs (and small children) should be leashed 
 

HASH CASH:  Standard is $3 to include trail BEvERages for Winter hashes 
 

$5 for Summer Hashes with ceremonies held immediately after trail, outside.  This should 
include BEvERages for pre-trail, trail and ceremonies (+ light snacks, chips) 
 
** If not providing pre-trail or ceremony BEvERages then cost should be $3 ** 

 

For special events if you may need to charge more, contact the Hare raiser who will review with 
both the RA and HashCash before notice is sent out. 
 

Hash cash will be collected by the HashCash before trail.   
$1 is kept by the hash and the remainder is kept by the hare(s) for expenses. 

 

ON-AFTER: (Additional cost if at pub, typically averages $15 or $10 if at someone’s house) 
 

Note location if different from start.  Give street address and cross streets. Contact On-After location 
in advance to verify that group size will be OK.  Average group size is approximately (20), but may 
be more for special events.  Some places may need to add staff if a large group is coming.  Check to 
see if you can get reduced price pitcher specials, or limit food choices to (1) or (2) things to make it 
easier for the cooks. 
 

On-After (is / is NOT) stroller /kid /dog / kilt friendly 
 

CONTACT: Give phone # to contact if lost 
 

DIRECTIONS: Indicate directions from a major highway and include exit number and any 
landmarks for both start and On-After. 


